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POTATO MARKET EUROPE
The last month can be characterized by
heavy showers in the EU potato growing
areas. Harvest has started, but continues to
be patchy because of the rain. The weather
of the coming weeks will determine the
progress of the harvest and a dry period
could provide a welcome respite. In the
central EU-5 countries, the potato harvest
2015 is likely to be marginally above 26
million tons, which is 10% lower than
last year. This decrease is caused by an area
reduction (-3,4%) and a decrease of expected
yield (-6,5%). In the coming weeks exact
yields will become more certain and will
determine the final harvest.
Over the past month potato futures prices
stabilized around €180/ton after the big price
fluctuations in July and August. Last couple
of days futures market is rising towards 18,3018,70€/100kg, delay in harvest and impact on
the rotten areas in the Netherlands is the main
cause of this. Spot market prices of processing
potatoes are currently between €120/ton and
€160/ton ex farm for field delivery.
Sampling results
During week 40 sampling data have been collected from 100 fields of Farm Frites’ main varieties in the Netherlands and Belgium. These data turned out 5%
lower than long term average yield. Length is showing a big spread between both batches and varieties. Long varieties show a length around the average, but
short varieties show lengths below average. Furthermore the sampling results showed an average dry matter content below the multi-annual average and some
secondary growth.
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THE NETHERLANDS AND BELGIUM

GERMANY

The rainfall deficit
in July is converted
in a rainfall surplus
today, because of the
heavy rains of the last
period. A long dry
period is needed to
ensure the harvest.

The total harvest of Germany is estimated at 9.853 million tons, which is
15.1% smaller than last year. This smaller harvest is the effect of a 4.4%
decrease of plantings and an 11.2% decrease of the average estimated yield.
Last season’s poor prices resulted in a cutting of the plantings in almost all
areas in Germany, with exception of Lower Saxony.

GREAT BRITAIN
The prospect of a week fine weather allows growers to lift. The total liftings
in hectares are behind the average lifted area of the last years on 25th of
September. It is estimated that in total 41 000 hectares were lifted before
25th of September.

Excessive rain has an impact on the potato quality. Many fields are damaged
because of rotten tubers. The impact of the losses will be more clear while
harvesting and will depend on the weather of the coming weeks.
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POLAND
The total Polish harvest is thought to be 6.2 million tons, which is 19.4%
lower than last year. There is an estimated yield reduction of 30%, but in the
meanwhile the planted area was 15.6% higher than last year. A large part of
the total Polish harvest is still fed to livestock. That reduces the importance of
the harvest reduction of Poland.

POTATO MARKET DEVELOPMENT PRICE
A strong export of fries in combination with
lower expected harvest all over Europe will push
up the potato prices. Quality issues could give
a short-dated downward pressure on the spot

prices in the coming months, however on the
long term a driving up effect for futures prices
is expected. In the coming month the effect of
water damage will be clear and subsequently the

final harvest figures will be determined, which
will be leading for the price development of the
coming season.

